
The best security for 
bicycles & cyclists

BATTERY 
IMPORTANT INFORMATION AND MEASURES

Pbike is a security solution designed to stay armed for as long as 
possible thanks to its unique “power saving technology”.
The commercial version of Pbike may watch your bike for +40 
days without recharge.
Therefore, the system may guarantee your security and yours 
bike for very long periods of time.
The use of this technology may imply certain delays to rearm 
after long inactivity periods.
Other uses, such as active tracking, rear light…, may drain the 
battery very quickly.
In any case, you will always be able to check the battery status 
of your device directly in your mobile or by long pressing the 
green button

Furthermore, you will receive automatic push notifications 
when the battery level of your Pbike reaches 50% and 25% of its 
capacity.

FIRMWARE UPDATE

When a new update is released, you will receive a notification to 
upgrade your Pbike.

In order to be able to upgrade your Pbike you will need to be 
connected via Bluetooth.

Upgrade your Pbike from the Settings screen.

You will only be able to upgrade 
when a newest version had 
been released.

Proper use 
PlanetUs, S.L. is not responsible for any improper use of the device. 
Read carefully the updated Terms of Service at www.planetus.net

Battery
The device has one lithium-ion battery. The Customer must 
therefore avoid opening, perforating, dropping or knocking the 
device. Keep clean the USB port that may collect some dirt or 
moisture, leading to a bad electrical contact.
If the casing cracks, it can cause device failure. 

Connectivity
The localisation service is provided in Countries listed at 
https://pbike.planetus.net/que-es-pbike-new/. The Customer must 
not use the device outside those Countries. Localisation service is 
based on 2G network. The device must be activated within 30 days 
from the delivery. If the device is used outside the availability zones 
or it is not activated within 30 days from the delivery, the device 
may be remotely disabled. The Company assumes no responsibility 
if the Customer uses the device outside the availability zones or if 
the GPS or GSM/GPRS signals are weak or absent and a correct 
localisation is not therefore possible.

Limitations 
The device is splash-proof with cap on. It is not waterproof: 
submersion of the device may cause damage and will invalidate the 
Warranty. The device is resistant to temperatures between -10°C 
and +60°C. If exposed to temperatures exceeding +60°C the device 
may catch fire or explode. Do not keep or use the device near 
radiators, microwave ovens, cooking devices or high pressure 
containers: batteries can be damaged or overheating can occur, 
leading to fire. Do not use the device in hospitals, on planes or 
vehicles, near pacemakers (15 cm) or other medical devices. Do not 
keep or use the device in potentially explosive environments. Do 
not keep or use the device near magnetic fields. Do not try to 
disassemble. Any intervention could invalidate the Warranty and 
cause damage to people and the surroundings. Using the device to 
localize people or other people’s goods could be illegal.

WARNINGS WARRANTY

PlanetUs products are covered by the Legal Guarantee of 
Conformity pursuant to Articles. 128-135 of the Legislative Decree 
n. 206/2005 (“Consumer Code”) (“Guarantee Law”). PlanetUs is 
liable to the consumer for any lack of conformity of the product at 
the time of delivery and which becomes apparent within two years 
from delivery thereof. The lack of conformity must be reported to 
PlanetUs, under penalty of voiding of such guarantee, within two 
months from the date on which it was discovered. Unless proved 
otherwise, it is assumed that any lack of conformity, that becomes 
apparent within six months from the delivery of the PlanetUs’

Product, already existed on that date, unless this presumption is 
incompatible with the nature of the product or the nature of the 
lack of conformity. From the seventh month following the delivery 
of the product, it will be the consumer’s responsibility to prove that 
the defect existed at the time of delivery of said product. In order 
to use the Legal Guarantee, the User must first provide evidence of 
the date of purchase and delivery. Therefore, the User must retain 
the purchase invoice, which PlanetUs sends via e-mail, as well as 
DDT or any other document that can confirm the date of purchase. 
In the event of a lack of conformity of the product and if PlanetUs 
receives a valid complaint within 30 days from the date of 
purchase, PlanetUs will engage, at its discretion and to the extent 
permitted by law,

• to repair the Product; or

• to replace the Product with a new or renovated Product. 

In the event of a lack of conformity, to the extent permitted by law, 
these are the sole and exclusive remedies available to the user. 

This legal guarantee is valid only in the Countries where the 
PlanetUs products and services are sold and activated by PlanetUs 
or by its authorized resellers or agents, and it is permitted by the 
Spanish law or the laws of such Countries. The product, repaired or 
replaced, will be guaranteed for the remainder of the original 
warranty period or for thirty (30) days, or for any further period as 
specified by the applicable jurisdiction.

INSTALLATION
It is formed by two parts, one fixed to your bicycle and a second 
part fixed to Pbike.

For the first/fix part of the system, you can choose between a 
flexible cable tie piece to mount Pbike on the frame, seatpost… or 
a solid piece to mount right under the saddle.
Both options are compatible with second part of the system, 
attached to your Pbike.

Option 1

Option 2 Common part

Installation video (Option 1)

WHAT IS IT IN THE PACKAGE?

Mounting: Option 1 Mounting: Option 2

http://www.planetus.net/


DOWNLOAD THE APP REGISTER YOUR PBIKE

1) Charge the battery of your Pbike

2) Download the Pbike App (left QR above)

3) Register and add your Pbike (right QR)

4) Attach your Pbike to your saddle

5) Configure your alarms

6) Start riding safe

SIX EASY STEPS TO GET STARTED

QUICK GUIDE

Positioning

ROBBERY / TRACKING

There are 3 positioning systems (GPS, GSM & BT) which will be 
automatically selected by the device depending on the best 
available option.

Locate your bike Find the way to your bike Track your bike

Register & add your Pbike

First of all, create your account and ensure you input the right 
email and phone number. This data will be used for emergency 
contact.

To add your Pbike, press          and scan the QR code included

Record your routes without having to 
carry your own phone and uploaded 
to your STRAVA account.

Change your bike’s 
profile
Firmware update
Delete device

Status and quick on/off

From the main screen you will be able to check the status of the 
system and to activate the alarms.

Status Quick On/Off

ALARMS / ALERTS CONFIGURATION

You will only be able to activate/deactivate the alarm from the app.

When activated, if someone try to move it, you will receive a silent 
alert asking you if you want to track your bike.

Alternatively, you can go to “Notifications” and select any previous 
robbery alarm to activate the tracking.

When tracking your bike after a robbery, you will receive its 
updated positions every 10’’ (average time).

At the end of the tracking you will be able to save the route in GPX 
format.

Once Pbike detects and accident it’ll beep for 30’’ before sending an 
alert to our servers (during this time you can cancel the alarm by 
pressing both buttons for 5”). 
After receiving this alert, the warning time will start. Once this time 
is finished all preselected contacts will receive a notification with 
your location

The first time you activate the alarm you should configure:

Sensor’s sensitivity Warning Time

CRASH DETECTION

3 Different levels for you to 
adapt to your riding style

After a crash, if you are ok, use 
this time to cancel the alarm 
before alerting your contacts

Add as many contacts as you wish, once they have downloaded the 
App, ensure they register with the same telephone number that you 
chose under “Emergency Contacts Selection”
If something happens to you, they’ll know where to find you.

Emergency contacts

ACTIVE TRACKING

To start using STRAVA with your new Pbike, first you will have to 
login into your account. Once you do it, the STRAVA button will 
turn orange.

From that moment, you will be able to activate/deactivate the 
tracking activity directly from your device, or from your phone.
Once you have recorded a route you will receive a notification in 
your mobile to downloaded it as soon as you are connected via 
Bluetooth.

The routes will be stored on the 
STRAVA screen.

From this screen you will be able 
to upload it to your STRAVA 
account or delete it. 

Configuration - Access to:

Settings STRAVA-Activity Tracking Alarms

Configure your 
alarms

QR label
/ Pbike Id

Do you need any help?

WHAT ARE THE BUTTONS FOR?

 Switch Off

 Fix mode

 Blinking

 Break detection

 Fix + break detection

Long press

Simultaneously long press - Cancel Panic alarm

(2) Lighting Modes

The buttons will not work when the anti-theft 
alarm is activated.

Positioning: The system may need several minutes/attempts to 
get a precise position.
These attempts may be needed specially after a long time of 
inactivity, or during your first use of the device.

In order to speed up the process, the app may show positions 
taken before the last request. Always look at the date and time 
of the shown position.
When needed, request it again to obtain an updated position.

Robbery alarm: After sending a first alert, if not disconnected 
from the App, It will automatically rearm every 2 minutes.

Surveillance mode: When detecting a robbery after a long 
inactivity period, the system may take 2-4 minutes to send and 
alert message.

TIPS & TRICKS

Green Black

Panic alarmActivate Tracking

Battery Status (1) Light Mode (2)Short press

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

(1) Battery Status

 4 beeps = +80% 

 3 beeps = +50% 

 2 beeps = +20%  

 1 beep = -20%

Pbike is the only device in the world that allows riders to use 
STRAVA completely remotely, activating and deactivating 
tracking from everywhere through your mobile.

Thanks to Pbike cyclists will be able to store and share their 
routes in STRAVA, the biggest social network in the world for 
millions of runners, and cyclists;

In case you need any help, do not hesitate to contact your local 
dealer or send us your query directly at info@planetus.net.

You can also contact us on Facebook or  in www.planetus.net.

Traducción en la web Traduzione sul web

Traduction sur le web Übersetzung im Internet

Link: www.pbike.planetus.net/instructions

mailto:info@planetus.net
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